
Laseroptronix has worked 
with sensors and sensors 
suitable for monitoring in 
the railway environment. 
We use  optical sensors, 
radar and have some 
unique solutions that we 
are alone in the market to 
offer solutions. Normally we 
work with security solutions 
in order to avoid accidents 
but also intrusion detection 
to protect against sabotage, 
copper thefts and graffiti, 
and more. These solutions 
can handle large areas 
around the clock and all the 
year around.

Solutions and technology

* We work with the following solutions that fit within this area

* Active laser cameras and infrared part system for day + night use over large distances. Here, 
you always have the best image quality in all situations.

* Laser sensors and laser perimeter that can handle large distances and also gives an intrusion 
position in the event.

* 3D camera system that works in true 3D and robust intrusion detection and can be discriminated 
in the sight distance so they can not see outside the desired range. Can effectively screen out 
animals and certain disorders when they can have dimension-driven alarm limit

* Protectomatic that is ideal in areas where there is a requirement for protection, but their own 
personnel often are. This solution allows the alarm is on all the time and just see uninvited 
guests while its own staff are invisible and do not provide emergency

* Laser radar system that scans and looks for changes in the shape and surface

* Smart cameras that follow the movements and take close-up of these through the zoom. Now 
you can identify who's there but also track multiple people in sequence.

* Thermal imaging technology of the usual type, but also 3D

* Software that can improve image quality but also connect multiple cameras in larger panoramas 
over large areas. Software that makes a regular camera to become 3D.
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* Active laser cameras and IR led cameras

Photo at 1500 meter in distance 
done by an active laser 
camera. This is one of the 
larger systems and we offers 
from 300 meter to 8000 meter 
in max range. Longer ranges 
have laser illumination and at 
shorter ranges we use high 
power near LED emitters. 
During days cameras operate 
in colour and at nights they 
change to monochrome 
viewing. Image quality is very 
god and far better than what 
thermal cameras offer.

500-1000 Meter laser camera        300 meters LED IR illumination         Led illumination white light

* Laser photocells and perimeter protection

The laser sensor is a very good light curtain with a 
very long range. We use in these cases a laser 
distance meter that measures the distance to a 
reflex that can be natural or reflective tape. We 
manage over 500 yards against a person's clothing 
and above 2000-3000 meters if we have a 
reflective tape in the away end. If we use the 
natural reflex, we measure the distance to the 
person . The system can have Web interface and 
built-in camera, like in the picture.
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* 3D camera system that see in real 3D coordinates

In cooperation with a Swedish research team, we now have 
a unique software that can do a simple camera to see in 3D 
and measure in 3D.  All normal 2D cameras can be used 
and with various tricks to get real measurable 3D position in 
most pixels from a standard single camera. We now 
measures not at an angle as a 2D camera makes, but in 
true 3D. We can through the Image controller set that all 
alarms to be to be  50x70 cm or more.  Small things like a 
rabbit can be sorted out the dimensions and nothing else. 
The box to the left detected in this case.

Another very unique feature is that we can put the visual field borders that match the demands. 
We can only see the inside of the fence but not through and outside. Then we see not on the 
outside of the fence to where the camera is blind and no pixels are showed. This stops the large 
problem that we do not see in public areas and needs less paper works and permissions.

* Protectomatic

Protectomatic is a unique patented solution that is designed 
to handle the combination of its own staff working in an area 
where you want to protect against intrusion buy others.

In short order the sensors detect all types of intrusions 
including our own staff. Own staff hare a RFID tag with long 
range talking with sensors and allows these non alert for 
employees, but everyone else. All that moves is detected but 
only people without ID gives an alarm.

Application example

Saturday, December 1, 12
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Protectomatic is perfect in track areas 
where own staff is working often and 
we want no unwanted guests.

Own staff logged in the system but 
does not make an alarm. We also 
admits that it is possible to keep track 
of their own people in real time where 
they are. Everything is logged with 
cameras in a network.

* Laser radar systems

 Laser radar is like an optical radar and it can sweep the area for several hundred meters in 
diameter and know where all that exists and moves. The narrow laser beam enables detection of 
small objects and the size of these. It is then able to sort what should be an alarm and not.

As the beam is narrow as a laser radar 
sweep closely over a surface and make 
relatively small objects on the surface. It 
can be used both horizontally and 
vertically inclined.

The meter gives a coordinate of each 
incident occurs, and this can be used to 
control a PT device to this location. With 
10 Hz refresh, we can follow how the 
person moves, and save it in a 
database.

The unit on the left has 500 meters in 
range and scans 360 degree.

Protectomatic the total security concept

Saturday, December 1, 12

LaserGrab Mk2  is a laser radar system designed to scan areas for detection of 
new events like coming people and objects. The laser radar have a real 3D 
detection capability so they are very hard to avoid for unwanted guests. 
! LaserGrab use a laser distance meter that is scanned over a preset 
adjustable angle and here it store all readings about what is there and the relative 
coordinates. After a calibration scan the system look for variations that are 
analysed and after checking all parameters the system decide to make an alarm 
or not. In some ways this is an optical radar system having a far better resolution 
than what radar systems can offer. 

Google earth overlay with 
ladar data. Here we mark 
the scanned angle that is 
about 30 degree. Yellow 
dots are hits on some 
surfaces. Here we can set 
an area that remove the 
forrest about 300 meter 
away. Yellow dot at sea is 
a small boat in the sensed 
area. Here we get position 
of boat, length of boat 
plus speed and direction.
From this we can create 
an alarm or just store 

images that are transmitted to a control centre. Here all boats can be recorded 
by time as well as a photo. If of interest we have RFID transponders with 700 
meter in max sensing distance.
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* Software and  components for cameras and sensors

Panorama software for 2-5 standard cameras

Panorama Viewer 
joints 2-5 cameras in 
one seamless 
panorama. Then you 
can get up to 360 
degree field of view 
with only fixed 
cameras without 
moving parts. You 
can Zoom and pan 
inside the big picture 
of all the cameras

CloseupView is a 
useful control device 
that uses a view 

camera that checks for movement in an 
area. When it finds something that 
controls the pan and tilt the camera to 
this place and zoom with good 
magnification so any person can be 
identified by an ID . Unique is that if there 
are multiple moving in the field of view 
switches between all those who are there 
with a close-up of all that move in the 
area. Ideal for identification of people.

Black Box Lyynificator unit
Unit for improving video quality

Many of our products are protected by patent.                                                                      Document   Lyynificator 20060920
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Lyynificator system for video image enhancement

This is a new black box system making the really bad almost impossible video into something useable. The name
miracle shall not be used to often but here it is not wrong. Inside the box there is a specially designed FPGA
processor digitizing the video and then mathematically adjust if to cooperate with the eye in the best way. Behind
this invention there are eye specialists which know how to get an image to be as visible as possible even if it is bad.
Lyynificator unit adapts itself to the image in a way adapting to what is best for the eye. This is done at full video
speed with no delays.
Applications are numerous in surveillance and sub sea but also other areas where image quality needs to be
better. Airports and harbours are typical areas where the Lyynificator unit can do a good job.
Preferable the camera shall be a colour camera. Monochrome cameras and intensifiers will get a better image
quality but the difference is not as large as for colour cameras.
Laseroptronix offers optimized cameras for the demanding applications making the best of what this technology
admits.

Features of Lyynificator unit
* Improves video quality on any analogue PAL/NTSC colour Video camera dramatically
* Designed to make low contrast and low level video more pleasant to view
* Automatic functions needs no skilled operator and easy set up
* Compensates for bad weather, darkness  and low contrast for any type of analogue video
* Makes the standard colour video camera into the area of low level colour TV viewing
* Black box on the cable design easy to use on old camera installations
* Operate with the new high dynamic Laseroptronix camera solutions for best image quality
* Based on advanced FPGA and new software combined with medical knowledge about eye.

 

Aircraft at gate. The left image is almost impossible to use for the eye. It is just thick white fog and no contracts.
After Lyyn preparation the very low levels of contrast has been detected and enhanced to give an image at right
side. This is not the best but it is useable and far better than the original view.

Fog in the garden. Here we show a square
window function available in system. It is easy to select a square anywhere in the image and only process the Lyyn
filter here.

Image intensified camera image. Lyyn filters prefer colour images but works on monochrome images with reduced
performance. Here we have an image intensified camera with green phosphorous which was Lyyn processed.
Image is a bit uneven but the chopper is improved a lot.
We can get a substantial improvement on any ICCD and monochrome camera. Here we handle contrast and not
colours. Colour cameras do get the colour output which is of high value.

Image enhancer through data management improves image quality 
significantly if there are bad environmental conditions. This is a bit of a 
miracle, but a Swedish autumn evening, this is the solution that gives 
eyes to see. We have an other versions that is optimised for night vision 
only and improve the dark useless image to be OK and useable

To the left, a small jar that reacts to movement and sends a MMS on 
what happened via the built mobile phone. Guardian can immediately 
see the results on their mobile phones if desired. Battery for many 
months of current independent operation.

Panorama Cam viewer system is a new system based typically 3 cameras that look over a field of of 
view and then camera images are mixed to be an overlapping high quality panorama view. Cameras can in 
principle be any camera with PAL signal and  they are processed in a processor unit to give the complete 
view that overlaps the viewed area. Today we have done 3 camera systems that view over 180 degree and 
tested a 360 degree camera with 5 separate camera units to cover the area. Image above shows an outdoor 
3 camera view of 180m degree done 3 standard cameras. Here we leave the black border area visible but 
we normally cut them away to get a full square image.

Features of Panorama Cam Viewer system

* Use any camera that have a PAL signal including thermal cameras and others.

* Stand alone processor unit that handle all data or a USB PC based solution

* Monitor output as computer screens or analogue monitors and digital monitors

* 10-25 Hz frame rate

* Reasonable costs opens up for new applications

Left side the mini 
camera smaller 
than a match box. 
On front we have 
led illumination to 
operate in small 
dark areas.

Right side the 
camera with 3X 
USB interface for 
a PC system. Here 
we need no extra 
processor box.

  Panorama CamViewer system 180/360 degree
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Control of platforms

We have 
solutions that fit 
to easily see 
who is on the 
track beside a 
platform. Laser 
radar system 
scans the rails 
top and find 
objects of a 
certain size. 
Then sent the 
alarm with 
image on to 
someone who 
does something 
or to stop the 
train alarm.3D 
camera can do 

this, but then we have a 3D image processing to cope with disruptions in light etc.

Control of rail road crossings with cars

We have built some system like this for clients where we detect a laser radar unit. These systems 
can be fail safe to SIL 2/3 level.

3D camera is now being tested for this and is a good option if you can get by with less fail safe 
level

∗ Laser radar system for detecting persons and obstacles and objects on the rail

∗ High resolution and long range covering large areas with a single unit

∗ Simple operation and installation and redundant technology for fail safe thinking

∗ Detects persons on the rail and gives automatic alarms to stop train etc.

LaserGrab PLS 60
Platform security system for rail roads

Many of our products protected by patents and other rights    Data Sheet  nr LasersGrabPlatform Eng 2005 11 01

LaserGrab Pls. 60 is an ideal laser scanner for detecting of obstacles and persons on the rail tracks
near stations and other places with danger. This system operates with a scanning laser distance meter
often called a Ladar system. By measuring the distance to anything giving a reflex and the angle this is
a 3D profile over an area. All objects in this area gives a reflex when hit by the laser distance meter
beam. The normal condition of the area is stored in the system and all differences over the static image
represents a difference in the scene and if the difference corresponds to what is set as an obstacle this
activated an alarm.
LaserGrab can measure up to over 500 meter in other applications but this safety applications limits
spec to 200 meter in distance range. This is large enough to cover any normal platform. The normal
installation is having 2 systems opposite installed and  overlaps the area to a high degree. This eliminates
shadow area to a high degree and admits smaller objects to be detected.
LaserGrab can see a less 200x200 mm sized objects all over the scanned area in a time of between 1
sec and 5 sec depending on settings and the model used. We recommend to have the optional camera
installed so when there is an alarm an alarm operator can see what it is and make a decision what to do.
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∗ Laser radar system for obstacles like cars and pedestrians inside the crossing

∗ Laser radar independent of colours, sunshine  and ambient light

∗ Real 3D imaging reduce problems. All obstacles must have a shape or a volume

∗ Detects by size and small objects can by discriminated away by size of shape

∗ Simple operation and long life time with life cycle cost

LaserObstacleGrab
Obstacle detection system for crossings

Many of our products protected by patents and other rights            Data Sheet  nr LasersObstGrab Eng 2005 11 01

LaserObstacleGrab is available in a special model for detecting obstacles in rail road crossings. This is
a 3D measuring laser radar system which scans a profile over the area. The normal situation is teached
in and we make a simple 3D map of the area. This is described as a distance and related angle and we
have a large matrix of the area with this information. The distance resolution is +- 10 cm and max range
is normally 30 meter. By generating up to 5000 individual 3D points in the area per sec the area can be
checked to objects as small as 10 cm in diameter in less 1 sec with very high reliability.
LaserObstacleGrab  scans and compare the area with the stored readings. When there is a difference in
the 3D shape we see the position of it and the size or shape of it and activates an alarm. There can be
several levels of alarm like an alarm for smaller objects like pedestrians  and one for larger obstacles like
cars. The system can sense snow in the area and if so give a soft alarm for indication of a demand of
cleaning  or need calibration of settings. This is a problem in some area where snow can be several
meters in height.
LaserObstacleGrab is designed to operate for a long time with no or low maintenance and is very reliable.
Depending on demands the system can be fail safe in level 1 to 4 to EN standards.
The optional camera unit can send images of the problem to control centre and the function can be
remote controlled and checked if wanted.

Scanned area of
the laser radar
system

Range up to 30 meter ( optional 100 meter )
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